Book Review
Exercise

At the Top:
Title
Author
Publisher
Publication Date
Edition
List Price

Length: 500 words

Among the Early Paragraphs Include: A brief overview/background on who/what the book is about and the author(s) - with special emphasis on qualifications and familiarity with the subject/subject matter.

Put the book’s subject matter/author in context: Is this the first book on this topic? Is it an award winner? Is there anything else unique or notable about this book?

Critique:

• The writing/writing style
• Storytelling (how well the story is told)
• In your opinion, is this a good book? Useful/Informative?
• Who would most enjoy reading this book or get the most out of it?
• What, if any, are the key faults or problems with this book?

Use quotations, references and other examples from the book to illustrate your points but avoid giving away key plot points or surprises (especially when reviewing fiction).

Overall:
Did the author(s) accomplish what they set out to do?